Crafted for the modern world

Traditional vertical
sliding sash windows

A traditional look
for any property
The Sliders UK Veka Vertical
Slider combines the timeless
elegance of a traditional
vertical sliding sash window
with the functional benefits
and performance of a modern
PVCu system.

A centuries-old design, the sliding sash window is not only
an original feature of period buildings – it has become an
increasingly popular choice for homeowners and developers
of newer properties wishing to replicate the charm of
bygone times.
For both, the Sliders UK Veka Vertical Slider offers the perfect
solution. Expertly crafted, it retains the authentic features of
traditional hardwood vertical sliding sash windows, but with the
added benefits that modern PVCu systems can provide.

Specifications:
• Energy rating of C-A is confirmed on BFRC certificate 10/B130
• Modern aesthetics with traditional appeal
• Dual action: vertically sliding with easy clean tilt operation
as standard
• Bespoke surface mounted Georgian bars available
• Fully reinforced
• Key locking hardware in a range of finishes
• White PVCu and a range of options including Rosewood, Oak
and White Wood foils
• Decorative horns available to further optimise aesthetic appearance
• High specification spiral balances from the UK’s leading manufacturer
• 2 sash locks on frames over 800mm wide
• 2 sash lifts on frames over 800mm wide

Want to know more about the
superb Veka Vertical Slider range?
call 01772 698222
or visit www.sliders-uk.com

Colours available

Energy Efficient

Veka White
Light Oak
White Wood
Rosewood

Using VEKA’s PVCu profile and hardware
from the industry’s leading vertical hardware
specialists, Sliders UK’s range of vertical
sliding sash windows offer a traditional
frame design with modern aesthetics and a
superior A, B or C Window Energy Rating.

The Sliders UK Veka Vertical Slider will enhance the
appearance of any property - period or contemporary,
residential or commercial, town or countryside. With a
variety of finishing options to choose from, Sliders’
vertical sliders can complement any style or taste.

Modern day high performance

• Manufactured using VEKA’s latest PVCu profile design,
Sliders’ vertical sliding sash windows are available in Veka white
PVCu as well as in a variety of attractive and authentic wood-like
finishes, including light oak, rosewood and white.

• Being PVCu, the frame requires minimal maintenance and is easy
to clean. Property owners don’t have to face the chore of endless
sanding, painting and varnishing as they would with hardwood
frames. PVCu can be easily wiped clean. The tilt mechanisms
on both sashes makes the Sliders sash window even easier to
keep clean.

• Sliders UK use only the highest quality hardware from the
industry’s leading vertical hardware specialists – choose from
chrome, white or gold or satin silver.
• Customers can further individualise their window specification
with decorative horns and by choosing from a variety of glazing
options, including toughened/laminated/obscure/argon filled
glass, a range of textured glass patterns, diamond lead finish,
and surface mounted Georgian bars.

Utilising the functional benefits and performance of a modern PVCu
window system, the Sliders UK Veka Vertical Slider is practical,
secure and energy efficient – ideal for the modern home or office.

• PAS 24 compliant, it incorporates a range of enhanced hardware
features to give property owners assurance and peace of mind.
These include ultra secure key locking sash locks and keeps.
Opening restrictors are also available to limit the sash opening
and provide additional safety.
• Sliders’ sash windows have achieved energy ratings of C through
to A as is confirmed on BFRC certificate number 10/B130. This
contributes significantly to a property’s overall thermal performance,
helping to reduce its negative impact on the environment.
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